
The most comprehensive range
of LEGAL SERVICES for 
local and international clients



WE KNOW  ABOUT BUILDING 
STRONG RELATIONSHIPS



Morgan & Morgan is a full service Panamanian law �rm, regularly 
assisting local and foreign clients from di�erent industries, 
including recognized �nancial institutions, government 
agencies and individual clients.  

In particular, the �rm has been involved in all stages of the 
development of mega projects related to energy, water supply, 
construction, oil, mining, public infrastructure, retail, ports, 
transportation, among others.

The growth of Panamanian economy and the fact that Panama 
has become an important regional investment center, has given 
Morgan & Morgan´s attorneys the opportunity to acquire 
considerable experience in multidisciplinary practices covering 
the entire spectrum of the needs of our clients.

A modern organization 
with more than 95 years 
of tradition.

ABOUT US

www.morimor.com



*Legal Recovery Inc. is an a�liate company of Morgan & Morgan specializing in 
extrajudicial bad debt collection of active and written o� accounts.

PRACTICE GROUPS

Antitrust and Consumer Protection
Banking and Finance
Criminal Law
Energy and Natural Resources
Estate Planning
Extrajudicial Debt Collection  
(*Legal Recovery Inc.)
Government Procurement and Contracts
Insurance and Reinsurance 
Intellectual Property
International Company Formation
Immigration Law
Labor Law
Litigation and Dispute Resolution
Mergers and Acquisitions
Mining
Projects
Real Estate
Securities and Capital Markets
Shipping and Admiralty Litigation
Ship Finance and Registration
Taxation
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Antitrust and Consumer 
Protection
Morgan & Morgan has been instrumental in the enactment of antitrust legislation, 
as well as that of Consumer Protection. 

The �rm has substantial expertise in several mergers and 
acquisition approvals before the antitrust authorities in 
di�erent industries, such as beer, automotive, �nancial,  
and dairy, among others. 

Our attorneys have been involved in complex antitrust cases before the courts. We 
have also defended clients against the antitrust authorities, and we have initiated 
cases against antitrust law transgressors, that have a�ected our clients’ interests.

Regarding Consumer Protection, we have been very active defending our clients 
against Consumer Protection lawsuits; as well as consulting on the applicability of 
Consumer Protection laws regarding product recalls, labeling, technical standards, 
and guarantees, among others.

Banking and Finance
Our Banking and Finance team is provided with broad expertise and has 
participated in numerous �nancing transactions in the market acting on behalf of 
both creditors and debtors.  Our practice focuses mainly on drafting loan (and debt 
issues), security documentation associated with complex �nancing transactions, 
setting up leasing and factoring facilities and managing all legal aspects related to 
banking acquisitions and mergers (including tender o�ers for publicly traded 
banks).

Our experience does not only include transaction involving 
private entities, but also public entities, as well as having 
participated in some of the largest public infrastructure 
�nance transactions, such as representing unions of 
multilateral institutions in connection with the �nancing 
of the expansion of the Panama Canal.

As for banking operations, we have assisted many banks and �nancial institutions 
with their needs throughout the process of obtaining licenses (banking and 
�duciary) as well as ongoing regulatory assistance related to their operations in the 
country.
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Cr iminal Law

Morgan & Morgan has a team of lawyers with substantial experience in criminal 
matters, including �nancial and business frauds, injuries to economical heritage, 
informatics security, and crimes against public administration and national 
economy.
 
The �rm is a pioneer in incorporating the Criminal Law practice within large �rms 
in our country. Although we are a traditional �rm, a test trial of adding criminal 
lawyers turned out to be positive for our general practice.

In recent years, our team has been involved in high pro�le 
cases for both corporate and individual clients where the 
parties we represented attained the most favorable 
results.

Our team is comprised of a highly skilled team of attorneys with solid academic 
and professional background.

Energy and Natural Resources
Morgan & Morgan has a broad experience advising clients in the Panamanian 
energy market. The �rm represents in a wide variety of transactional issues 
including regulatory, licensing, permits, environmental, contractual and 
compliance matters.

We take pride on our continuous advice to clients involved 
in the generation of energy, including our participation in 
all stages of the development of the largest hydro, wind, 
carbon, thermal and solar projects.

Our expert attorneys participated in various activities such  as the legislation 
drafting , representing bidders for generation concessions and advising on  
regulatory matters before the regulatingentity for public services.

On environmental matters, our attorneys have acted as consultants to the 
National Environmental Authority (ANAM, for its initials in Spanish) in the drafting 
of three regulations: environmental impact statement analysis and procedures, 
private participation, and environmental standard enacting processes. Thus, our 
expertise involves substantial knowledge of environmental laws and regulations, 
as well as regulatory experience in the drafting of Government regulations.
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A signi�cant client portfolio of well-known multinational companies

WE KNOW  ABOUT HELPING 
YOUR BUSINESS GROW
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Estate Planning
Morgan & Morgan is a leading �rm in providing �duciary services as well as 
management and administration of diverse structures made up of trusts, private 
interest foundations and corporations, all created di�erent jurisdictions in which 
we operate.

Our team has helped successful families and entrepreneurs 
around the world by structuring their assets in order to 
preserve their actual wealth for future generations.

We are provided with �duciary business license in Panama, British Virgin Islands 
and Belize.  Our �duciary company in Panama, MMG Trust (Panama), is among the 
top �duciaries in the region, with the largest portfolio of assets under its 
administration.
 
Our attorneys are experienced working with international clients as well as 
specializing in issues of wealth preservation and distribution.
 
We work with a broad range of clients, including professional and individual 
trustees, executors and administrators, banks, bene�ciaries (both individual and 
charities), among others.

Government Procurement and 
Contracts
Morgan & Morgan provide legal support in negotiations for a wide variety of 
public tenders and concession contracts with the Panamanian Government. Our 
attorneys represent international and domestic clients in preparing the required 
documentation for Public Bids, assist them in the Bidding process, and promote 
and defend their interests before the corresponding administrative and judicial 
entities.

The �rm has advised in the negotiation of multiple major 
concession contracts such as mining, port facilities, 
aviation and air transport, energy, telecommunications, oil 
storage and transportation, water supply, hospitality, 
among others.

Our clients include major multinational companies, investors, developers, 
operators, contractors, government agencies, lenders and investment banks.
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Insurance and Reinsurance
Morgan & Morgan represents several local insurance companies in regulatory 
aspects, as well as on contracting issues. We have defended our clients before the 
courts on insurance related matters, including all type of risks and products.

Morgan & Morgan also represents several reinsurance companies before local 
regulatory authorities, including locally licensed reinsurers, as well as foreign 
reinsurers operating in Panama. The representation includes contracting matters 
and local claims as well.

We have also represented insured entities and persons regarding their claims 
against insurance companies, especially in the maritime and transportation areas, 
encompassing P&I, hull and cargo work.

Finally, we represent of various insurance and reinsurance brokers on all their 
legal requirements, from regulatory matters to contractual issues.

Our lawyers have ample experience in the industry, 
including aspects of the business itself,  having some of our 
lawyers sitting on the board of directors of insurance 
companies or personally representing foreign reinsurance 
companies in Panama.

Intellectual Property
Morgan & Morgan has one of the most complete Intelectual Property 
Departments in Panama. The �rm advises clients in the �ling and registration of 
trademarks, service marks, slogans, trade names, inventions, utility models, 
industrial designs and plant varieties under Industrial Property Law, as well as to 
how to protect their creations such as music, audiovisual works, phonographic 
productions, books, computer software and also representing clients in 
negotiations which involve the assignment or licensing of their copyright, for 
both a national and international protection, under Copyright Law.

Our attorneys are specialists in the drafting and reviewing 
of License and Franchise Agreements, assisting clients in 
all the regulatory proceedings for registering such license 
agreements and franchises of trademarks before the 
Industrial Property and IP Directorates.
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Morgan & Morgan also assists in the protection of industrial property assets by 
registering the rights with the IP Department of the National Customs Authority 
and with the IP Department of the Colon Free Trade Zone Administration, to 
achieve maximum cross-border protection and to �ght unauthorized use of 
intellectual property rights and other forms of infringements.

Our attorneys also advise clients in Litigation matters related to IP (Opposition 
claims against trademark applications, Nullity and Cancellation claims and 
Copyright Infringement) and criminal actions related to all sorts of Intellectual 
Property crimes.

Our IP Department is highly e�ective assisting clients in obtaining Sanitary 
Registrations before the Health Ministry and the Panama Authority for Medical 
and Food products, respectively.

International Company Formation
Morgan & Morgan relies on a skilled team of attorneys, business executives and 
accountants with over 20 years of experience in the o�shore industry.

The �rm is prepared to o�er the incorporation, 
management and administration of companies with 
expertise in all major jurisdictions such as Panama, BVI, 
Belize, among others; helping our clients appropriately 
and e�ectively, regardless of the market conditions. 

We have a solid Compliance Department with professional and skillful sta� who 
mitigate the risks associated with the o�shore industry.

Furthermore, we  we are quali�ed to help our clients in Corporate Secretarial 
matters related to their companies. We o�er post incorporation services such as 
directors nominee, custody books/records, custody books/corporate documents, 
issuance of shares, corporate resolutions, bank account opening , invoicing, 
accounting services (outsourced), among others.
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WE KNOW  THAT A LIT TLE HELP 
MAKES ALL THE DIFFERENCE 
IN A NEW PLACE
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Immigration Law
Morgan & Morgan represents individuals and multinational companies doing 
business in Panama, who need to relocate their foreign executive sta� and their 
families.  Our team located in Panama City and in Penonome (capital of the 
Panamanian province of Cocle), has extensive experience in all aspects of 
Immigration Law and labor immigration law, including:

Visas
Residence Permits, including:
 • Friendly Nations
 • 10% and 15% quota
 • Marrakech Agreement
 • Multinational Headquarters (SEM)
 • Married to a Panamanian Citizen
 • Foreign Professional
 • Self-Economic Solvency 
 • Retired Bond Holder
 • Panama Italy Agreement
Work permits, including:
 • Friendly Nations
 • Inde�nite term based on 10 years of residence
 • 10% and 15% quota
 • Marrakech Agreement
 • Temporary Technicians
 • Married to a Panamanian Citizen
 • Foreign Professional
 • Panama Italy Agreement

Citizenships
Passports 
Travel authorizations for minors
Multiple Exit and Entry Permits
Non-Resident Multiple Visas
Certi�cations of no restriction to travel
Counselling on immigration and labor of corporate restructuring and 
compliance

Training
Among the solutions we provide to our customers, one of the most important 
involves law-related training.   We have extensive experience in tailoring 
immigration law training programs to meet the speci�c objectives of each client.

›

›
›
›
›
›
›
›
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Labor Law
Morgan & Morgan with a strong practice in employment and labor law, serves 
local and multinational companies, o�ering practical counseling designed to 
prevent potentially labor and employment disputes.

Our lawyers provide practical and creative approaches to employee relations, 
including:

Disciplinary Procedures
Drafting of employment o�er letters, employment agreements, including 
con�dentiality agreements and non-compete clauses
Wage 
Employee handbooks, policies and regulations
Global Employment and expatriates’ solutions
Bene�ts and Pensions
Disability rights
Sexual harassment: prevention and remediation
Due diligences
Counselling on employer substitutions, mergers and acquisitions
Compliance with health and safety regulations
Workers’ compensation
Terminations
Litigation
Negotiating collective bargaining agreements
Handling arbitration proceedings

Training
Among the solutions we provide to our customers, one of the most important 
involves law-related training.   We have extensive experience in tailoring 
employment law training programs to meet the speci�c objectives of each client.

›
›

›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
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Lit igation and Dispute Resolution
Morgan & Morgan has a strong reputation in all types of litigation and arbitration 
processes involving Panamanian law before the various jurisdictional bodies of 
the Republic of Panama: Civil Courts, Maritime Courts, Labor Tribunals, 
Administrative agencies, Private Arbitration, and Criminal Courts.

Our practice is best known for handling complex disputes 
and some of the landmark cases in Panama regarding civil,  
administrative, banking, insurance, corporate and 
commercial matters.  We undertake judicial businesses of 
great import relating litigation for more than thousands of 
proceedings.

Our team is conform by a highly skilled team of attorneys with solid academic 
backgrounds, capable of e�ectively attending any litigious or other adversarial 
matters placed in our hands.

We constantly engage in judicial actions on behalf of law �rms from around the 
world, asking us to obtain local legal solutions on controversies outside the 
Panamanian jurisdiction.

Additionally, in order to meet very speci�c needs of some of our clients from the 
banking and �nancial sector, we have established a section for the collection of 
unpaid high-risk credits.

Furthermore, our team has substantial experience in 
arbitration processes both domestic and international.  We 
have duly certi�ed lawyers to serve as arbitrators, 
mediators and conciliators in arbitration proceedings both 
locally and internationally.

We represent multinational corporations, banks, �nancial entities, governmental 
entities and well-known private companies.
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Mergers and Acquisitions
Morgan & Morgan has the most complete Mergers and Acquisitions team in 
Panama. From antitrust to taxes, the �rm participates in complex local and 
cross-border transactions (including joint ventures and public private 
partnerships). We work with major local and multinational corporations from 
several industries including banks, energy, water and sewage, retail, mining & 
metals, real estate, ports, construction, insurance, media, telecommunications 
and �nancial services. 

Our practice is best known for managing some of the most 
transcendental  transactions in Panama, worth several 
billion dollars. Relevant experience includes the US$1.8 
billion acquisition of Grupo Banistmo by HSBC; the US$211 
million insurance mergers of Mapfre with Aseguradora 
Mundial; the US$647 million acquisition of a toll highway 
concession by the Panamanian Government; the sale of the 
non-alcoholic business of Refrescos Nacionales and 
Cerveceria Nacional to Dos Pinos; the US$180 million 
acquisition of Panama Colon Container Port by Shanghai 
Gorgeous Investment Development; among many others.

Our attorneys have participated on these transactions, from their initial 
negotiations letters of, to the drafting of the purchase agreements (of stocks and 
assets transactions), all through to the closing and post-closing, including claims 
for alleged violations of representations, warranties or covenants.
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Mining
For decades, Morgan & Morgan has been part of the development of the mining 
industry in Panama, representing multinational companies and others with 
various matters in relation to Panama’s mining industry. 

For more than 20 years, the �rm has been advising Minera 
Panama, S.A. (MPSA for its initials in Spanish), 
representation which commenced with successful 
negotiations of a concession agreement, approved by Law 
9 of 1996, that includes a special tax regime, in connection 
with the US$6.4 Billion open-pit copper mining project 
Cobre Panamá, the biggest private sector investment in 
Panama history. 

MPSA, today a subsidiary of Canada´s First Quantum Minerals, one of the world´s 
top six copper producers, once the mine reaches its full production in 2019. 
MPSA’s mining concession, which consists, at the moment, of 12,955.1 hectares, 
is located 120 kilometres west of Panama City and 20 kilometres from the 
Caribbean Sea coast, in the district of Donoso, Colon province, in the Republic of 
Panama.  Moreover, the Government of Panama has recently approved an 
extension of MPSA’s concession agreement for an additional 20 year term.

The �rm´s representation of MPSA has consisted, among others, in assisting 
MPSA with regulatory matters, permits, infrastructure development matters; 
environmental law matters, issues regarding land and surface rights; drafting of 
loan agreements before banking and �nancial entities; mineral streaming 
agreements; immigration and labour related matters; litigation matters; and every 
critical step on corporate matters related to Panamanian law and the project’s 
development.

Most recently, the �rm has advised MPSA in the development of Cobre Panamá 
Power Station, a 300 MW two-unit coal-�red generating facility located in Punta 
Rincon, Donoso District, Colon Province. The power station will provide energy for 
the open-pit mine, processing center and port facility.

In addition, we have been advising Minera Cerro Quema, S.A. (a former wholly 
own subsidiary of Pershimco Resources, now a wholly own subsidiary of Orla 
Mining Ltd), with respect to its mining concessions in Panama and, among 
others, regulatory matters, permits, environmental law issues on land and surface 
rights and corporate matters related to Panamanian law.

Given the experience and breadth of our team, we are uniquely positioned 
among Panamanian law �rms to handle all aspects of these challenging projects.
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Projects
Morgan & Morgan has been actively assisting local and foreign clients including, 
investors, developers, contractors, lenders, (such as multilaterals agencies and 
investment banks), in all phases upond developing and �nancing infrastructure 
projects in our country.

The �rm has considerable experience, including, biddingswith the Panamanian 
Government, drafting of construction contracts (including EPCs), loans drafting 
(and debt issues) documentation, setting up complex security and collateral 
structures, among others.

Our attorneys have been part of every critical step related 
to some of the largest projects such as the Metro de 
Panama (the most important public infrastructure project), 
the copper mining project Cobre Panama (the biggest 
private sector investment in Panamanian history), 
Changuinola I (the largest hydroelectric power station in 
the Panamanian territory), the fourth bridge over the 
Panama Canal; among others.

Real Estate
Morgan & Morgan has substantial experience advising major multinational 
companies, investors, developers, operators, contractors and �nancial 
institutions, in complex real estate transactions in Panama; including �nancing, 
acquisition, selling, leasing, permits (including environmental matters), 
construction and development (through horizontal property or other regimes).

Our real estate practice has worked side by side with our 
project �nance division, in order to structure complex 
collateral packages for project �nancing transactions for 
commercial,  retail,  residential and other kind of projects 
that add up several billions dollars.

The �rm has also been part of aspects related to tourism-related projects, such as 
luxury residential and resorts projects, which are playing a key role in the 
immediate future of Panama’s economic development.

Representative clients: Banistmo, Banvivienda, Constructura Urbana (Cusa), 
Desarrollo Bahia, Grupo Verde Azul, Minera Panama, Panama Ports Company, 
Provivienda, SBA Telecommunications, The AES Corporation, Vicsons, among 
others.
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WE KNOW  THE LANGUAGE 
TO KEEP THE WORLD MOVING



Securities and Capital Markets
Morgan & Morgan is the most active law �rm in the sector of capital markets in 
Panama.  Our practice focuses on public and private o�erings, some with cross 
border components.

Since Panama’s securities laws were revamped in 1999 and 
in 2011, the �rm has built a robust securities and capital 
markets practice and has been involved in numerous 
transactions involving several billions of dollars. 

We also have assisted many clients in obtaining various licenses from the 
Superintendence of Securities Markets, including securities brokerage and 
investment fund administration. Moreover, the �rm has participated on behalf of 
both issuers and underwriters, local and international, including o�erings made 
in other jurisdictions (such as 144A and Regulation S).

Morgan & Morgan also has played a key role in the development of Panama´s 
capital market. One of our partners participated in the drafting of special 
legislation for real estate investment funds (also known as REIT´s) and set a 
milestone acting as counsel for �rst such funds successfully registered in the 
Superintendence of Securities of Panama as part of an initial placement in the 
local stock exchange.

Shipping and Admiralty Litigation
Morgan & Morgan is the top shipping and admiralty litigation �rm in Panama. Our 
attorneys are experts in maritime dispute resolution and claims at the Maritime 
Courts including collision, cargo, oil spill pollution, charter party disputes, 
personal injury, maritime liens, marine insurance claims and ship mortgage 
executions. The �rm also specializes in claims against the Panama Canal Authority 
for accidents vessel transiting through this route.

For years, Morgan & Morgan has been known for having the 
largest number of cases at the Maritime Courts of Panama, 
a judicial entity that has become an internationally 
recognized forum in the resolution of maritime disputes.

Chambers Global and Latin America Constantly, ranks the �rm and main partners 
of Band 1 in Shipping Law.

The �rm advises shipowners, P&I Clubs, charterers, hull and cargo underwriters, 
banks and other shipping interests in all maritime disputes. In order to address 
the needs of our clients, we have established a 24/7 emergency response team 
that can be contacted at 507.263.8030.
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Ship Finance and Registration
Morgan & Morgan is known to represent the most prestigious shipping companies as well 
as the most prominent and active lending institutions worldwide.  The �rm advises clients 
on �nancing transactions, including drafting of corporate authorities of Panama 
companies, drafting and registration of Panamanian law security documentation, 
attendance at closings, issuance of capacity legal opinions on binding e�ects of transaction 
documents entered into by Panamanian companies and enforceability legal opinions on 
Panama law governed documentation, corporate authorities and due registration of ship 
mortgages.

For years, Morgan & Morgan has leads the market acting as 
registered resident agent in Panama for the largest number of 
active ships registered under Panamanian �ag ships.  The �rm also 
has substantial expertise advising on ship �nancing transactions 
of vessels involving several billions of dollars.

Our shipping practice is complemented by experts and o�ces in major shipping centres 
around the world such as London, Hong Kong, Singapore, Greece, Belize and Panama.

Chambers Global and Chambers Latin America constantly, consistently ranks the �rm and 
main partners of Band 1 in Shipping Law.

Taxation
Morgan & Morgan regularly advises companies and individuals in matters pertaining to 
Panamanian tax system, including special tax regimes. 

Our practice focuses mainly on tax advice, certi�cation of electronic accounting and 
invoicing systems, tax liquidation, administrative procedures before tax authorities, tax 
litigation, tax planning, Expat´s tax compliance assessment, regional operation e�ciency 
assessment, corporate tax compliance assessment, social security and municipal taxes 
advice, custom taxes and international taxation.

The �rm has a team of attorneys with vast knowledge and 
experience in tax law addressing all sorts of industries, such as, 
�nancial services, technology, shipping, energy, real estate, 
intellectual property, retail and wholesale business, who can 
readily identify obstacles and solutions but mostly the 
opportunities clients can expect to achieve when doing business 
in Panama.

The experience, technical knowledge and successful expertise of our professionals enable 
us to o�er high quality tax services jointly with the strategic alliance support of accounting 
and audit professionals on corporate tax matters as well as on individual’s tax issues.
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Multinational Headquarters
Panama continues to be attractive for multinational worldwide corporations to establish 
regional operations, taking advantage of the country´s strategic location and special 
bene�ts such as tax, migratory and labor incentives. 

The initiative of creating a law for the establishment of Multinational Headquarters emerges 
from the Memorandum sent by Dr. Eduardo Morgan Jr., founding partner of Morgan & 
Morgan, to the former President of the Republic during the period 2004-2009.  Mr. Morgan 
points out the successful experience of Singapore in adopting a similar legislation as 
inspiration and stresses the convenience of adopting said legislation in Panama.
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What our clients say

Chambers & Partners 2019, Latin America

" J u d g i n g  b y  t h e  r e s u l t s  t h a t  t h e  fi r m  a c h i e v e s ,  I  c a n  

s a y  t h a t  t h e i r  a d v i c e  i n  b a n k i n g  a n d  fi n a n c e  i s  

e ff e c t i v e  a n d  a r r i v e s  i n  a  t i m e l y  m a n n e r .  I  w o u l d  

h i g h l i g h t  t h e i r  a v a i l a b i l i t y  a n d  t e c h n i c a l  

c o m p e t e n c e ."

Latin Lawyer 250

" I t s  D i s p u t e  R e s o l u t i o n  s e r v i c e  i s  e x c e l l e n t ;  t h e y  a r e  

h i g h l y  s k i l l e d ,  e ff e c t i v e  l a w y e r s  a n d  w e  c a n  d e p e n d  

o n  t h e i r  a d v i c e ."

International Financial Law Review

" I f  I  h a d  t o  r e c o m m e n d  a  fi r m  f o r  c a p i t a l  m a r k e t s  i t  

w o u l d  b e  t h e m .  T h e y  h a v e  g r e a t  k n o w l e d g e  a n d  a n  

a m p l e  c o m m a n d  o f  t h e  i s s u e s  b o t h  i n  t h e o r y  a n d  i n  

p r a c t i c e ."

The Legal 500

" T h e  s e r v i c e  i n  O ff s h o r e  m a t t e r s  i s  o f  t h e  h i g h e s t  

q u a l i t y .  W e  w o u l d  h i g h l i g h t  t h e i r  c o m m i t m e n t  t o  

fi n d i n g  c r e a t i v e  s o l u t i o n s ,  t h e i r  s p e e d i n e s s  a n d  

e x c e l l e n t  a t t i t u d e ."
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Morgan & Morgan

MMG Tower, 23rd Floor • Avenida Paseo del Mar, Costa del Este • Panama City, Republic of Panama
(T) 507.265.7777 • (F) 507.265.7700 • customerservice@morimor.comHeadquarters

Disclaimer

The information in this brochure is general information and not, nor intended to be legal advice. You should consult an attorney for advice 

regarding your individual situation. 


